Parents Weekend
Planned for May

Date: May 6, 7, 8
Place: Lesley College
Hostess: You
Guests: Your Parents

Lesley's Parents Weekend, although still very much in the planning stage, is certain to be an exciting and memorable occasion. A series of enjoyable events, including the production of Gilbert and Sullivan's Patience and the annual Junior Class production, are being planned for you and your parents. Remember the date and look for eye-open for future notices of this event.

Sophomore Selected As Glamour Winner

Recently Phyllis Feldman, Class of 1968, was elected as Lesley's representative to Glamour Magazine's contest "Ten Best-dressed College Girls" for 1966. Each college in the United States chooses one girl on campus and submits three photographs of her in different outfits to the official entry to Glamour for the national judging.

The candidates selected as Glamour's "Ten Best-dressed College Girls" for 1966 will be photographed for the August College Issue and will visit New York in June as guests of Glamour. In the past Lesley has had a selected candidate and honorable mention winners.

Phyllis was elected over a group of twenty-six girls chosen from various dormitories and representing commuters on the Lesley campus. The primary election narrowed the ballot to the ten semi-finalists. Those twenty-six girls participating were Susan Ball, Marilyn Berger, Jean Birmingham, Barbara Charnas, Dale Clayton, Gail Condon, Leslie Conot, Carolyn Costello, Phyllis Feldman, Denise Hurley, Ellen Kaylin, Judy Kasprzak, Leslie Kinball, Faye Kitchener, Paula Kuna, Sandra Landell, Lissa Mayo, Louise McGrevey, Pam Morgan, Dotie Murphy, Jane Rossignol, Toby Salanson, Martha Taback, Annette Tozier, Lynn Weaver, and Rissa Welt. The ten semi-finalists participating in the run-off election were: Marilyn Berger, Jean Birmingham, Barbara Charnas, Carolyn Costello, Phyllis Feldman, Leslie Kinball, Lissa Mayo, Louise McGrevey, Pam Morgan, Toby Salanson, and Lynn Weaver.

Junior Receives Service Award

Miss Paulia Sternmesser, Class of 1967, was among 6000 high school and college youth who have received commendation for community service during the 17th Annual Recognition Week of United Community Services' "Operation Kindness".

LESLEY HONORS NOTED MUSICIAN

Mr. Herbert Fromm, composer, organist, and conductor will be recipient of an honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters at the Lesley College Spring Convocation to be held at Sanders Theatre on Thursday, April 7 at 1:30 pm. He has arranged an original composition to be dedicated to Lesley with lyrics from three poems by a seventh century poet.

Mr. Fromm was born in Kirchimgen, Bavaria and received his musical education at the State Academy of Music in Munich at which time he was a member of the Academy's Masterclass in Composition. In 1950-1953 he was conductor at the civic theaters of Bielefeld and Wunsburg. He came to the United States in 1953 and in the same year was appointed organist and choir director at Temple Beth Zion, Buffalo, New York. Mr. Fromm studied with Paul Hindemith in 1940. For twenty-five years, he has been musical director and organist at Temple Israel.

The Ernest Bloch Award of 1945 was presented to him for his "Song of Miriam", a cantata. In 1965 the Union of American Hebrew Congregations appointed Mr. Fromm editor of a new hymnal for the American Reform Synagogue. He has presented workshops for choirmasters and organists in Dallas, San Francisco, Boston and Los Angeles. In terms of Mr. Fromm's educational activities, he taught for the School of Sacred Music in New York, and at the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston. It is only possible to mention some of the locations of various positions he received as organist and conductor such as: The Temple, in Cleveland; Temple Emanu-El, and Park Avenue Synagogue in New York; the United Church of America, Trinity Church and St. Paul's Cathedral in Boston.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAM TO BE APRIL 21

John W. Macy, Jr., Chairman of the U. S. Civil Service Commission, recently stated that there will be more career opportunities in the Federal Government for college graduates this year because of the defense build-up and staff needs in the new or expanded domestic programs. A primary source for filling these jobs will be the Federal Service Entrance Examination. In the past this examination has provided the Federal Government with an ample supply of candidates to fill the vacancies—9,100 were appointed from the FSEE in 1965 alone. However, for 1966, because of the government's increased activity, there will be a shortage of qualified people from this examination to meet its needs.

The FSEE examination is open to college seniors and graduates, as well as to others with a combination of ex-
The Lantern Speaks

The Pattern of Change

With this issue the LANTERN reaches the end of another publishing cycle, and the present staff makes way for a fresh group of editors and staff members. Next year, at Hamilton College, the responsibility of leadership is passed to individuals whose time, energy and efforts will be devoted to carrying on the traditions of high journalistic standards for the year 1966-1967.

With great expectation for the future, we must note, however, fail to look upon with some self-pride at the achievements of the 1965-1966 publication year.

So often it is thought that the leadership of an organization is headed by one person or the other, and that the leadership is automatic. But through the cooperative efforts of all the other editors on this year's staff, independent and skillful undertaking of responsibility has taken place. To these editors and their staff members, congratulatory honors are well due.

But a newspaper rarely looks back; its eyes are on the future. And we now salute a new staff, who will be responsible for the next issue and those to come.

Where Are You?

Each student at Lesley is a very definite part of the college. We are small in number and personal in relationship. What is of concern to one person, concerns us all. Activities at Lesley require the active support and participation of every student.

One more responsible than the campaign for the offices of S.G.A. is, of course, the school-wide volunteer program. Yet the administration cannot do for getfulness. Take a look in your room, under your bed or perhaps at home. See if you have something which the girls down the hall might be interested in. They can be purchased for $1.00 at his office.

Forgetful Honesty

Forgetfulness is a common failing of all of us. Sometimes it is true that we do forget, but sometimes we forget because we want to. We can all think of instances where this is true, and when it has happened it has been we ourselves that have usually been hurt.

Yet, it is wise to think of other people also, for we are not alone in this world. One of the busiest spots in our college at all times of the day is the library. There we can study, do research, or read for enjoyment. Because of a possible forgetfulness on a student's part, to do these things is sometimes impossible. When we look for a book, a film, a unit, or perhaps a picture file that is listed in the file, we expect to find it on the shelf. Granted it may have been taken out overnight or for two weeks, but at the end of that time we look for it again. We are all sorely disappointed if it cannot be located.

Hundreds of dollars are spent each year to furnish our college library with new books and other curriculum aids. Yet the administration cannot keep up with the hundreds of dollars of materials and books that are taken from the library and not returned. Each year the number of books which disappear increases.

This loss may be a simple set of forgetfulness or it may be a convenient type of forgetfulness. Take a look in your room, under your bed or perhaps at home. See if you have something which the girls down the hall might be looking for and perhaps you can accept a chance here to start an Honor System to protect you from yourself.

Graduate School Holds Symposium

On Saturday, March 19, 1966, the Lesley College Graduate School of Education and Extension Division held its second annual graduate symposium. The subject of this year's symposium was the "Behavioral Sciences in the Elementary Grades." Speakers at the program were Dr. Sheldon Roen, director of that study at the South Shore Mental Health Center, Mr. Alan Barns, research fellow at the South Shore Mental Health Center, and Dr. Robert Belenky, research associate at the Graduate School of Education, Harvard University. For the past five years Dr. Belenky has been serving as a school psychologist in the Newton area. Dr. Belenky filled in for Dr. Jerome Bruner who was called to the White House in Washington by President Johnson to a conference advisory committee to the President.

The program began with Dr. Roen who spoke on the study of behavior and human needs. The schools and agencies working through "Operation Kindness" have not only helped alienated youth return to the mainstream of American life, but have played a very important role in giving these advanced youth a sense of responsibility for improving the lot of all Americans.

Students who are interested in volunteering for "Operation Kindness" are encouraged to phone Richmond 7-2000, Extension 2100.

Reflections

Apathy is a disease. It is highly contagious. It is known to have a very short incubation period, invading quickly and spreading from person to person. Once contracted, it is not easily gotten rid of. Its symptoms are easily recognized, and manifest in a variety of ways. The one with the disease has a very low fever (or fervor, ability to get excited over or interested in very many things). There is a general pallor and lack of energy. These glands are quietly transmitted, especially by mouth (word of) and direct contact is not necessary. It may be held in check, but it may be held to make the assertion, by these standards the Lesley student body is very sick.

(Continued from page 1)

"Operation Kindness," cooperatively sponsored by United Community Services and the Massachusetts Division of Civic Education, is a program of youth service to meet the needs of one hundred and twenty-four Greater Boston health and social welfare agencies. Paula was a volunteer at Children's Hospital Medical Center.

Robert B. McCree, United Community Service School and Volunteer Bureau Director, has called the youth volunteer program "Greater Boston's domestic peace corps which displays a true image of American youth.''

"It is heartening to find that young people are no longer a silent generation," McCree holds. "By their voluntary service they show a sense of human needs. The schools and agencies working through "Operation Kindness" have not only helped alienated youth return to the mainstream of American life, but have played a very important role in giving these advanced youth a sense of responsibility for improving the lot of all Americans.

Students who are interested in volunteering for "Operation Kindness" are encouraged to phone Richmond 7-2000, Extension 2100.

LYDIA HOLZMAN

Mid-semester exams have come and gone. The pace reverts to normal. For seniors job opportunities are being explored and the thought of venturing into near areas brings excitement. With the Junior Class has come a change of roles; from student to teacher and vice versa.

As the year draws to a close we find ourselves busied by many details. Yet in spite of that which has occupied us, we are all very much aware of something which has stilled the air. Someone is missing and we cannot but be saddened by the loss. Junior Class meetings are minus an alert member, anxious to help with projects or to offer suggestions. One dormitory smoker seems to have forsaken his chosen class. One dormitory seems near to be without a vigorous outspoken voice. For many, a friend is gone.

The passing of Lydia Holzman offers us a lesson of life which is taught in very harsh reality. For as she lived life, and made what was to be the best of her twenty short years, she offered us, the essence of life itself.
EMERALD KEY INDUCTS TWELVE NEW MEMBERS

The Emerald Key Honor Society, whose members greet all visitors to Lesley and take them on a tour of our campus, as well as visit various high schools at Lesley's representatives, has elected eight new members to the society.

The pre-requisites for all members are good academic standing, participation in college activities, personal graciousness and an active interest in the college. The new members will be formally inducted into the society at Honors Convocation on April 12.

Qualifications for membership are based upon each girl's depression, personal graciousness, and achievements such as her overall scholastic record; her public relations orientation; in areas such as high school and college yearbooks and newspapers. In addition, her personal and general interests and her surrounding is of considerable importance.

The years since 1963 have seen the Lord Newark Society grow from a small group to an organization whose membership exceeds thirty-five girls. The idea for the Lord Newark Society was conceived in September, 1962. The organization was established in September, 1963.

The purpose of the Lord Newark Society is to continue and further public relations for Lesley College; to assist in projects involving the press, radio, and T.V.; to publicize activities on campus and to represent Lesley College off-campus at functions requiring public relations assistance, such as cultural festivals. The Lord Newark Society has also developed and distributed education and promotional materials and publications that have been of value in maintaining and expanding the image of Lesley College.

The years since 1963 have seen the Lord Newark Society grow from a small group to an organization whose membership exceeds thirty-five girls. The activities and projects which have been successfully carried out by the Newark group during this period are numerous and impressive. Many of these accomplishments could not have been achieved without the dedication and skills exhibited by society members. Some of these activities include: Glamour Contests; publicizing President's Seminars; assisting at convocations; conducting and supporting a lecture series; attending and distributing articles dealing with the press and other news media; newswriting projects such as hometown news releases; promoting, publicizing and otherwise assisting alumni functions such as functions, Weekends and teas; promoting the Pacific Rim Summer Program; planning and conducting off-campus activities, assisting with the "Lesley Review"; compiling and preparing for off-campus distribution publications which have furthered the public relations efforts of Lesley College. Lord Newark members have initiated the development of a special color slides series, depicting Lesley College activities. These activities have been taken responsibility for the preparation and distribution of the campus Master Calendar. They have served as student representatives of Lesley College at a cultural festival for the city of Boston.

These activities represent effort, time, skill and patience of Lord Newark Society members. Each of these girls has contributed immeasurably to the further development of Lesley College by her dedication to these tasks. Lord Newark Society members—and their successors—will continue to add to the growth of the college; and as the campus continues to expand, girls of the Lesley Lord Newark Society will remain standing by—ready to lend their assistance to help Lesley College realize its goals.

SAVE ON SPRING SPORTSWEAR

(ask for your Lesley discount)

Separates, Dresses, Shorts, Bathing Suit, Sneakers, Tennis Dresses
Great Selection on Knit Tops

Come In And Browse

JAMES F. BRINE, INC.

29 Brattle St.
Harvard Square
TR 6-4218
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LORD NEWARK SOCIETY SPANS VARIED AREAS

The idea for the Lesley Lord Newark Society was conceived in September, 1962. The organization was established in September, 1963.

The purpose of the Lord Newark Society—to continue and further public relations for Lesley College; to assist in projects involving the press, radio, and T.V.; to publicize activities on campus and to represent Lesley College off-campus at functions requiring public relations assistance, such as cultural festivals. The Lord Newark Society has also developed and distributed educational and promotional materials and publications that have been of value in maintaining and expanding the image of Lesley College.

Qualifications for membership are based upon each girl's dedication, personal graciousness, and achievements such as her overall scholastic record; her public relations orientation in areas such as high school and college yearbooks and newspapers. In addition, her personal and general interests and her surrounding is of considerable importance.

The years since 1963 have seen the Lord Newark Society grow from a small group to an organization whose membership exceeds thirty-five girls. The activities and projects which have been successfully carried out by the Newark group during this period are numerous and impressive. Many of these accomplishments could not have been achieved without the dedication and skills exhibited by society members. Some of these activities include: Glamour Contests; publicizing President's Seminars; assisting at convocations; conducting and supporting a lecture series; attending and distributing articles dealing with the press and other news media; newswriting projects such as hometown news releases; promoting, publicizing and otherwise assisting alumni functions such as functions, Weekends and teas; promoting the Pacific Rim Summer Program; planning and conducting off-campus activities, assisting with the "Lesley Review"; compiling and preparing for off-campus distribution publications which have furthered the public relations efforts of Lesley College. Lord Newark members have initiated the development of a special color slides series, depicting Lesley College activities. These activities have been taken responsibility for the preparation and distribution of the campus Master Calendar. They have served as student representatives of Lesley College at a cultural festival for the city of Boston.

These activities represent effort, time, skill and patience of Lord Newark Society members. Each of these girls has contributed immeasurably to the further development of Lesley College by her dedication to these tasks. Lord Newark Society members—and their successors—will continue to add to the growth of the college; and as the campus continues to expand, girls of the Lesley Lord Newark Society will remain standing by—ready to lend their assistance to help Lesley College realize its goals.
Lesley College Calendar Academic Year 1966-67

I SEMESTER 1966-67
Senior Student Teaching; Teams A and B will be invited to visit cooperating schools for observation.

Senior Student Teachers, Teams A and B Education Institute and Seminars
Official Registration for Seniors
Faculty Seminars
Dormitories Open for New Students
Freshman Testing Program, Registrations, and SGA Activity Program
Orientation for all new students
Senior Student Teachers, Team A, begin teaching; Seniors, Team B, begin classes
Dormitories open to Sophomores and Juniors
Official Registration for Sophomores and Juniors
Clases for Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors begin
Official Registration for all Graduate and Extension Division Students
Classes for Graduate School and Extension Division begin
Fall Convocation
Columbus Day
Veterans’ Day

Seniors, Team B, Examinations
Seniors, Team A, terminate Student Teaching; Team B begins classes

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, September 7, 8, 9
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, September 12, 13, 14
Wednesday, September 14 at 1:00 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, September 12, 13, 14
Sunday, September 11
Monday, September 12 through Friday, September 16
Monday, September 19 through Friday, September 23
Monday, September 19 through Wednesday, November 16
Wednesday, September 21
Thursday, September 22
Monday, September 26
Wednesday, September 7 through Friday, September 23
Monday, September 26
Thursday, September 29
Wednesday, October 12 (no classes)
Friday, November 11 (no classes)
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 15, 16
Wednesday, November 16
Thursday and Friday, November 17, 18
Monday, November 21 through January 25
Tuesday, November 22 after classes to Monday, November 28

Winter Vacation
Study Period
Registration for all students
Examination Period

Seniors, Team B, terminate Student Teaching
Seniors, Team A, Examinations
Cooperative Study Period for all students

Intercession Recess
II SEMESTER 1966-67
Classes begin for Undergraduate Students
Official Registration for all Graduate and Extension Division Students
Classes begin for Graduate School and Extension Division

Juniors, Team A, begin Student Teaching; Team B begins classes
Education Institute for Junior Student Teachers, Team A
Washington’s Birthday
Education Institute for Junior Student Teachers, Team B
Juniors, Team A, begin classes
Junior Student Teachers, Team B, begin Student Teaching
Honors Convocation

Spring Vacation
Parents’ Weekend
Study Period
Examination Period

Baccalaureate and Commencement
Alumni Reunion
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Wednesday, December 21 after classes to Monday, January 2
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday January 16, 17, 18
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday January 16, 17, 18
Thursday, January 19 through Wednesday, January 25
Wednesday, January 25
Thursday, Friday, January 26, 27
Thursday, January 26 through Wednesday, February 1
Thursday and Friday, February 2 and 3
Monday, February 6
Monday, January 23 through Friday, February 3
Monday, February 6
Monday, February 6 through Friday, March 31
Monday, February 20 through Friday, February 24
Wednesday, February 22 (no classes)
Monday, April 3 to Friday, April 7
Monday, April 3 through Friday, June 2
Monday, April 10 through Friday, June 2
Thursday, April 13
Monday, April 17 to Monday, April 24
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, May 5, 6, 7
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, May 28, 29, 30
Monday, May 29 through Friday, June 2
Sunday, June 4
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June 9, 10, 11